
TEA AROUND THE WORLD 

What people said at CWIN’s Tea in the Park 2019 

 

People in my country very like tea black. I love tea black and tea green. 

I like herbal or Chinese tea. It is very clean and clear. It refreshes and cleans my body. I feel 

much better. 

Cappuccino smell good. I like.  Water is clear. I like 

I           tea because it quenches thirst 

Tea I relate to calm, a soothing process of infusing leaves and produce a flavourful drink. 

Any good story can start with a cuppa! Also, tea is like people, each different and with 

unique qualities. 

Russia: Tea helps me to wake up in the morning. A cup of green tea invigorates in the 

morning and helps relieve fatigue in the evening after a working day. I love tea. 

For me I love tea because it makes me relax and active. I am Eritrean so tea is mean a lot to 

us. To gather with friend and family and talk and lots fun with drinking tea or coffee is the 

best. 

 



Tea: tasty and refreshing, milky and soft, delicate like silk down the throat. One for you, one 

for me, with a biscuit or without. Tea, tea for love. 

In my country Iran we have different types of tea. We mixed cinnamon or ginger or different 

dried vegetables like mint, Chamomil, elder flower or dried rose flower that mixed with hot 

water and use them as a cup of herbal tea. It has also herbal remedial effects that makes 

you healthy. 

Tea make me release and calm. I always enjoy a cuppa tea before bed. My best tea is red 

bush, especially the fresh one. 

I generally don’t like to drink a tea. But a lot of Russians very like to drink a tea and do that 

very often.  

Ethiopian people: some people they like coffee with salt. 

In Scotland the tea is milky, with a lot of sugar sometimes. 

Jasmine tea: it makes me relaxed, peaceful, happy and reminds me of family dinners at the 

  Chinese restaurant and on holidays in Hong Kong.

 


